
PATENT PARALEGAL

This is an opportunity to join a global healthcare leader and play a key role as part of the innovation and IP team.
Founded in 1931, Baxter have been a leading healthcare company for nearly a century. They provide innovative
medical devices across their portfolio of diagnostic, critical care, nutrition, kidney care, hospital and surgical
products and solutions. Their work makes an impact at the critical intersection where innovations that save and
sustain lives, meet the healthcare providers who make it happen.

A LEADING GLOBAL COMPANY

Baxter provide a unique, international culture throughout their world-wide team. Baxter work hard to support
their employees' wellbeing and value their employees for the people they are, treating everybody as individuals.
Operating a hybrid working arrangement, Baxter are also aware of the need for work-life integration and how
achieving successful cooperation and blending of home and work life, can best support wellbeing and a
sustainable approach to working.

A UNIQUE CULTURE

This is an opportunity to join Baxter as an experienced patent Paralegal. You will arrive at the position with
considerable experience in the industry and will be exposed to patent matters from innovation conception to
filing for applications. You will be involved in a variety of formalities matters including: filing and prosecution
tasks, as well as drafting documents, managing assignments and timeframes. In addition, you will also be happy
to carry out administrative tasks, which provide further variety to the role. Should you want to develop and
pursue further opportunities, Baxter will be there to support your proactive passion and career development. 

If you are ready for a diverse and unique role within a leading and prosperous company, then Baxter very much
look forward to hearing from you!

A CHANCE TO JOIN THE TEAM

For more information or to apply, please contact MWA. All third-party applications will be forwarded to MWA for assessment.
Call +44 113 3910862 or email Kieron Wright, Director: kieron@mwaip.com  or, Rachel Atkins, Search Associate: rachel@mwaip.com

LUND, SWEDEN


